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IM PO RTANT INJURIOUS INSECTS,
C. P. GILLETTE.i
During the winter there were a large number of question 
sheets sent out to farmers of the state making inquiries con­
cerning injurious insects. These inquiries have been well 
responded to and have brought in a large amount of valuable 
information that w ill be a help in carrying on future entomo­
logical work at the Station.
T h e insects treated of in the present Bulletin are, for the 
greater part, those concerning which most inquiries have been 
received and about which the farmers seem to be m most 
need of information.
It is sincerely hoped that, during the present year, the far­
mers o f the state w ill observe more carefully and report 
promptly to the Experiment Station any insect injury that 
may come under their observation that I may the more intel­
ligently carry on my department of experimental work in 
the interests of agriculture.
In some cases it w ill be thought advisable to recommend 
the trial of some insect remedy, the value o f which has not 
yet been thoroughly established. Those who make a careful 
trial of such remedies w ill confer a favor upon the Station, 
as w ell as upon their fellow farmers, if  they w ill report their 
results to the Station to be embodied in its bulletins.
It is through the kindness of Prof. A. J. Cook that we are 
able to give in the present paper figures i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10,
11, 14 and 16, and through the kindness of Prof. Herbert 
Osburn that we have figures 7, 8, 9, 12 and 13.
CU T -W ORM S.
Cut-worin is a term very naturally applied to the larvae of 
a large number of Noctuid or night-flying moths because 
they have the despicable habit of severing, as with a knife, 
the tender stems of young plants causing them to die. These 
worms are very general feeders and have become noted for 
their damage to corn, grass, clover, cabbage, turnips, onions,
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beans, tomatoes, tobacco and many other field and garden 
plants. Some species, known as clim bing cut-worms, often 
do much damage to fruit trees during the night by eating 
the buds and young leaves.
There are over thirty moths or millers, in this country 
that in their larval state have this habit of cutting off young 
plants close to the ground and not less than ten of these are 
known to feed on corn.
I wish that I might impress upon the farmers the great 
importance that should be attached to a thorough knowledge* 
of the habits of injurious insects during all their stages of 
development. Every insect has its particular time and place 
for egg laying. The larvae feed for a definite time on certain 
varieties of plants and have certain fixed habits. The ma­
ture insects, which in most cases are possessed of wings, also 
have habits peculiar to themselves which, when understood, 
o f ten enable us to adopt effectual methods for their destruc­
tion.
D escrip tions and  Life H istories.
The descriptions and life histories of most of the cut-worms 
that are injurious to farm and garden crops are so similar 
that, for practical purposes, they may be given'as follows.
T he worms (Fig. i  a) 
are smooth, hairless, dark 
colored larvae, possessed 
each of sixteen legs and, 
when full grown, vary 
from one-half inch to two 
inches in length. They 
a Fig. i. b always appear well fed
and often have a greasy or shiny appearance. They feed almost 
entirely during nights and cloudy days and when not feeding 
burrow a little beneath the surface of the ground near where 
they took their last meal and there remain during the heat of 
the day.
The moths (Fig. i b) are all dark colored and in most species 
they are marked with a few light lines or spots.
By the last of May the worms are nearly all full grown and 
then they go a few inches below the surface of the ground, 
pack the soil firmly about them and change to mahogany 
colored chrysalids. They remain in this condition for two or 
three weeks and about the last of June, or the first of July, the 
moths begin to issue. The moths are the adult insects and a few 
days af ter they come forth they begin to lay the eggs that,
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iii the course of a couple of weeks, begin to hatch into the 
second brood of worms. The eggs are laid on or hear the 
roots of their food plants and it is upon roots that the larvae 
feed until late in the fall. W hen freezing weather comes 
on they burrow7 into the ground to the depth of five or eight 
inches where they remain until spring. As soon as the frost 
has le ft the ground, they come to the surface and then it is 
that they take on the habit that makes them so widely known 
as cut-worms and surface caterpillars. They always come 
forth from their spring quarters hungry and eat ravenously 
until they are full grown.
There are a few species that finish feeding in the fall and 
pass the winter as chrysalids but these are the exceptions.
REM ED IES .
There are a number of remedies that I deem of sufficient 
importance to deserve mention but each must adopt such as 
seems to him, in his particular case, to be most practical. 
Prevention is always better than cure and in no place is this 
more true than in the treatment of the cut-worms, so, first 
among these remedies I w ill mention
Proper Rotation  of Crops.
Every farmer knows that there is little or no trouble from 
cut-worms except to crops growing on newly turned sod. It 
has been found that the worms are seldom harmful even on 
sod, unless the field has been in to grass for more than two 
years in succession. The worms are most numerous in old 
pastures and meadows because it is on the roots of the grasses 
that the worms mostly feed. I f  such land is turned over in 
the spring and put in to corn, sorghum, tomatoes, cabbages, 
beans and the like, there w ill be so many hungry worms to 
feed and so little for them to feed upon that they w ill soon 
eat off every green thing. Then, in order to make sure the 
escape from cut-worm depredations, the rotation must be so 
managed as never to have a crop, to which the cut-worms are 
partial, growing on land that has been for more than two 
years previons in to grass.
Early Plow ing.
As before stated, most cut-worm moths lay their eggs late 
in the summer or early in the fall. I f  the ground be plowed 
before the first of September, and i f  it be kept thoroughly
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tilled from this time until cold weather comes on so that no 
green thing can grow, the few worms that may come from 
eggs that were laid before the plowing w ill all be starved to 
death, as will also the web-worms and wire-worms that may 
be present.
Late Plow ing.
If early plowing can not be employed it is best to plow 
very late in the fall, the later the better. When cold weather 
comes on in the fall the worms go a few inches below the sur­
face and shape for themselves earthen cells in which they 
spend the winter. I f  the plowing be done after these cells 
have been formed, the freezing and thawing of winter and 
spring w ill destroy many of the worms and many w ill be 
picked up by insectiverous birds. The cut-worms are nearly 
always worst on ground plowed in the spring.
C opperas  Rem edy.
This remedy is to be used when it is supposed at planting 
time that cut-worms are in the soil. It is, so far as I am able 
to learn, a comparatively little known remedy. For the 
method of preparing and applying it and an example of the 
benefit derived from it, I w ill quote from The Country Gen­
tleman for March 20, 1873.
“Put the seed in a tight tub or barrel, and pour in enough water to keep 
it well covered when it swells. For each bushel of corn add a pound or a 
pound and a half of copperas dissolved in warm water. Stir well, and allow 
the corn to remain in the copperas water twenty-four or thirty hours. Stir 
several times while soaking. Then take it out and sprinkle a small quantity 
of land plaster over it—enough to keep the grains from sticking together— 
and plant. When prepared as directed, if a change should occur in the 
weather to prevent planting, the corn may be spread out on a floor and al­
lowed to remain until good planting weather. It will, turn black in color 
but that will not matter.”
Dr. J. A. Lintner, State Entomologist for New York, 
quotes a correspondent who had tried this remedy, as follows.
“A forty-four acre field of corn was planted—first, ten acres without the 
copperas preparation; next to it, nearly ten acres with the prepared seed; 
and the remainder with the unprepared ; otherwise all treated alike. As a 
result, not a hill was cut or a ivorm was found where the copperas had 
been used; while the entire field elsewhere was cut, from two to three hills 
out of live, with sometimes fifteen cut-worms in a hill.”
I f  anyone who reads these lines has an opportunity to give 
this remedy a fair test the coming season, I hope he w ill do 
so and report the same to the Experiment Station.
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I believe this application would be a remedy against the 
ground squirrels also.
T rapp ing  the  W orm s .
There are two methods of trapping the worms that are 
much prized by some who have used them. One of these, 
w hich I believe was first used by Dr. Riley, consists in w alk­
ing through the field and thrusting a pointed stick two or 
three times into the ground by the side of the plants. The 
worms in their wanderings are said to fall into these holes 
out of which they are unable to climb. T o make sure that 
the worms shall not escape a boy may be sent over the field 
to thrust the same stick into the holes, the day following.
T he other method of trapping is to scatter over the field a 
great number of little bunches of clover or other green ma­
terial under which the worms w ill gather for food and pro­
tection and where they may be easily gathered and destroyed. 
Dr. R iley recommends that these green bundles be poisoned 
w ith Paris green or London purple and thus do away with 
the necessity of visiting the field for the destruction of the 
worms.
I f  this remedy is used the grass should be tied in small 
compact bunches so as to hold moisture and the application 
should be made several days before the corn or other plants 
are up to furnish food for the worms.
In c lo s in g  the  Plants.
Garden plants such as tomatoes, cabbages, and the like, 
may be very easily and cheaply protected by inclosing the 
plants with stiff paper or tin. T in  was used by me the past 
summer where the worms were very bad indeed. Strips of 
tin from two to three inches in width by five inches in length 
were cut from waste strips in a tinner’s shopand cost nothing. 
I found that I could cut these strips and wrap them around 
an iron bar to give them the shape of a hollow cylinder at 
the rate of over 300 an hour. I11 applying the little tubes 
the edges were sprung apart just enough to admit the stems 
of the plants and then they were set firmly in the earth. 
T in  tubes prepared in this manner are less than two inches 
in diameter and, i f  110 worms are inclosed, the plants are safe. 
My own experiment was as follows.
In a patch where ninety per cent, of the tomato plants had 
been taken by the worms I reset twice as many plants as
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were wanted to grow and protected every other plant as 
above described. S ix  days later over seventy-five per cent, of 
the unprotected plants were cut off while less than seven 
per cent, of the protected plants had suffered like injury. 
As no especial pains were taken to exclude the worms, it was 
concluded that in a few instances they had been inclosed.
T his is certainly a cheap and efficient remedy. Old tin 
fruit cans or a stiff quality of paper may be used instead, or 
paper may be wrapped about the roots when the plants are 
set out so as to project above the surface and exclude the 
worms. I f  the tins are employed, they may be preserved 
and used year after year.
T rapp ing  the  Moths.
A ll of the cut-worm moths are uiglit-fliers and lovers of 
sweet. Collectors take advantage of this fact and smear the 
trunks of trees in the late afternoon and then go out in the 
evening with their lanterns and catch the moths while feed­
ing. Mr. O. J. Miller, a practical farmer and close observer 
of Oakville, Louisa county, Iowa, runs a sorghum evapora- 
rator each fall. He tells me that he leaves his large pan, 
3*/2' x  22 feet in dimensions, exposed over night with sor­
ghum juice in it and that in the morning he skims from 
it one or two pails full of dark colored moths, most of 
which he thinks are cut-worm species. He says that he has 
practiced this plan for several years and that during that 
time the cut-worms have done no harm to crops in a radius 
o f a h alf mile from his mill while beyond this distance they 
have been very bad.
SO D  W EB-W O RM .
The Sod Web-worm, Crainbus cxsiccatus, was quite fully 
treated by Prof. Osburn of the Iowa Agricultural College, in 
his report to Dr. R iley for the year 1887. As the web-worms 
are doing much damage in the state and as this Bulletin w ill 
reach few farmers who have access to Prof. Osburn’s paper I 
w ill give this insect brief notice here.
The mature insect is a moth about one-half inch in length and 
o f an ash gray color with few markings. The moths fly very 
freely to light in the evening and when at rest close their 
wings closely about their bodies m aking them appear nearly 
cylindrical.
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T he larvae are light brown in color, are sparsely haired, 
and when full grown, are nearly an inch in length. L ike 
the cut-worms, this insect is in the larval state in the spring 
o f the year and comes forth as soon as the frost is out of the 
ground to feed on grass, corn and other plants that are palat­
able to it. The larvae begin to mature about the middle of 
May, and by the ioth of June almost none can be found. 
T he moths begin to appear about the first of June and soon 
begin to deposit the eggs that produce the summer brood of 
worms which begin to hatch about the middle of June.
These larvae produce a second brood of moths about the 
first of September. T he moths of the second brood, like 
those of the first, deposit their eggs in sod ground. T he lar­
vae of the second brood live over winter and, like the cut­
worms, are ready in the spring to attack corn 011 sod, feeding 
on the crown of the plant just below' the surface, sometimes 
almost entirely destroying whole fields of this crop and caus­
ing large areas of grass land to turn brown and die as if  
parched by a summer drought.
REM ED IES .
Iu the main, the remedies for this insect w ill coincide with 
those for the cut-worms. The copperas remedy, so far as I 
know, has never been tried but I can see 110 reason why it 
should not prove as effective here as with cut-worms. Plow­
ing before the first of September is probably the surest rem­
edy. For farther remedies I w ill quote from Prof. Osburn’s 
paper above referred to.
“When the worms are already at work in the corn the cheapest and best 
method is probably to replant, for the larva1 must all or nearly all mature by 
the middle of June at latest, and then no further damage need be feared.
* * * When the sod is to be plowed up in the spring it should be 
deferred if worms are present until they begin to turn to pupse, or for this 
latitude until the middle of May, and should be done before the moths make 
their appearance, or by the first of June. * * * * * * . > >
“One field plowed 9th to 11th of May. contained no turf web-worms and 
no signs of their work. Another field had been plowed in part May 12, IS, 
15, and 18. The remaining central portion was plowed 011 the 7th and 8th of 
June. The portion first plowed was entirely free from injury by worms, 
while the part last plowed was badly infested. The line of separation be­
tween that first plowed and that last plowed was in some places distinctly in­
dicated by the missing hills or damaged stalks, indicating the presence of the 
worms.”
Then, in order to get the best protection from spring plow­
ing, the ground must be turned over not earlier than the 12th 
o f  May and not later than the 1st of June. Whether it would
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ever be advisable to postpone planting to so late a date in this- 
climate I am unable to say but should think it very doubtful.
The reasons for the above results I presume are plain. On 
the ground that was plowed from 12 to 18 of May the worms 
had matured and changed to chrysalids, before the corn was 
up. On the part plowed on June 7th and 8th the moths had 
hatched and deposited eggs and by the time the corn was up 
the second brood of worms were ready to begin their work 
upon it.
W IR E  W O R M S .
Wire-worms are considered to be among the most difficult 
of injurious insects to manage.
The worms (Fig. 2) are often mis­
taken for cut-worms but can be 
readily distinguished from them 
by their long tough, cylindrical bodies, their yellowish brown 
color, and by having six legs instead of sixteen. The ma­
ture insects produced by wire-worms are commonly known as 
“ click-beetles,”  or “ snapping beetles,”  (Fig. 3) 
because of their peculiar power to strike the tho­
rax upon solid substances with such violence as 
to make a sharp clicking sound or even to throw 
themselves a few inches into the air.
For practical purposes, these insects may be 
divided into two classes, those that feed in the lar­
val state upon the roots of living plants, and those f ig . 3 . 
that feed upon decaying wood. Those of the former class, so 
far as they feed upon the roots of cultivated plants, are injuri­
ous, while those of the latter are beneficial rather than other­
wise. T he wire-worms also differ from the insects so far men­
tioned by requiring a much longer time in coming to maturity. 
T he life histories of most of the species is but very imperfectly 
known, but it is probably that those that feed upon the roots 
of plants require not less than three nor more than five years 
to develop from the egg to the mature beetle. As these 
worms feed freely upon a large variety of plants, it is easy to 
understand how difficult it is to rid a field that has once be­
come thoroughly infested. The worms abound in old 
pasture and meadow lands especially on low, peaty or m ucky 
soils.
REM ED IES .
Pasture land that is kept gnawed close by sheep is said not 
to have the eggs laid in it but this must be done for a series- 
of years before the land would be freed. Gas-lime, where it
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can be procured cheaply in large quantities, is often recom­
mended. Common salt sowed broadcast at the rate o f six or 
eight bushels to the acre is claimed by many to have given 
good results. In England, the farmers are able to rid their 
ground by growing upon it a single crop of white mustard 
upon the roots of which the worms w ill not feed. In this 
country, buckwheat has been used for the same purpose, but 
those who have tried it do not agree as to the results obtained. 
W hile one reports it to be a sure remedy, another has put 
in corn and buckwheat side and side aud declares that both 
crops were seriously and equally attacked.
T h e remedy that has been most commonly employed in 
gardens and small fields is that of scattering over the ground 
sliced potatoes, turnips, apples and the like and then going 
the next day to k ill the worms that gather to feed upon them.
Poisoning the Beetles. Prof. J. H. Comstock of the N. Y. 
Experiment Station published in the station bulletin for 
November, 1888, the results of a series of experiments car­
ried on by himself for the purpose of destroying the beetles. 
I quote from that bulletin as follows:
“Many beetles were collected from our traps and placed in breed ing-cages. 
Some of these cages were supplied with clover, others with sliced potatoes, 
others with dough, and still others with sweetened dough. In  one series of 
cages these substances were poisoned. In  another, used as a check, the food 
was not poisoned. At the same time an extensive series of traps were placed 
in a corn-field. In  this case, alternate traps were poisoned, the others not.”
“As was to be expected, no dead beetles were to be found in the traps that 
were not poisoned; nor did the beetles die soon in those cages supplied with 
unpoisoned food. But where the clover or dough was poisoned, the beetles 
were in most cases destroyed, proving that they feed upon these substances.”
“Several poisons were used both upon clover and in sweetened dough, with 
varying success. The best results were obtained with clover which had been 
dipped into Paris green water, and clover wet with a ten per cent, aqueous 
solution of an arsenical poison sold under the name of Zoektein. Although 
these experiments were conducted in a field from which a Iagre number of 
beetles had been removed, twelve examinations of the traps baited as describ­
ed above yielded an average of dead beetles to a trap.”
T he above remedies w ill meet with varying success and in 
the hands of some will, undoubtedly, prove very satisfactory 
but for the large corn fields of Iowa, I believe none o f the 
preceding w ill compare in usefulness with that of
S tarv ing  the  W orm s.
Here we come back to the surest remedy for the cut-worms 
and web-worms. It is really three remedies in one. I f  the 
sod is all turned under before the first of September, and the 
ground be kept perfectly'free from all growing vegetation until 
winter, the worms that do not die from exposure and the at­
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tack of birds, w ill all perish of starvation before a crop is on 
the ground the following season. As the object in this case 
is to k ill the grass roots as quickly and completely as possible, 
I should expect that the best results would be obtained by 
plowing very shallow, say two or three inches, and using a 
plow that w ill break and kink the furrow as much as pos­
sible, a method of plowing commonly spoken of in the 
W est as “ k in kin g.”  Plowing sod in the spring and keeping 
the ground tilled the whole season through has been recom­
mended as a sure remedy for wire-rooms but I do not believe 
this method a whit better than the one just described which 
allows the farmer to pasture the land until after harvest or 
raise a crop of hay upon it.
CO RN  RO O T  W O R M .
(Dlabrotica lotigicornis.)
Notwithstanding the fact that I did not send out any in­
quiries concerning this insect, it has been reported from 
twenty counties and probably is present to some extent in 
nearly every part of the state. The counties reporting are as 
follows: Adair, Appanoose, Benton, Boone, Calhoun, Cass, 
Crawford, Decatur, Guthrie, Henry, Hancock, Jackson, John­
son, Lee, Linn, Madison, Monona, Sac, Union and W ashing­
ton.
T his is a comparatively new corn insect, being first report­
ed injurious to this crop by Dr. R iley in the Report of the 
Commissioner of Agriculture for 1887, p. 208. In this in­
stance the insects were received from Missouri.
The mature insect is a light green beetle about the size o f 
a cucumber beetle, and is often met with in corn fields. T he 
larva is a small white grub that feeds upon and destroys the 
corn roots in the same manner that the cucumber beetle de­
stroys the roots of vines.
REM EDY.
As there is but one brood of this insect in a season, and as 
the eggs are all laid about the roots of corn plants during Sep­
tember and October, and do not hatch out until the following 
spring, there is one sure remedy. It is simply not to put corn 
. on corn stubble where the beetles were present the preceding 
year.
T his insect was treated more fully in Bulletin 4 of this 
station in an article by Prof. Osburii, but as this bulletin is 
to reach a great many farmers of the State which that
10
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bulletin did not reach, and as this is a very important injuri­
ous insect concerning which much information has been 
wlicited, it seems almost imperative to state here the above 
facts concerning i t
C A B B A G E  W O R M S .
There are three species of insects in Iowa which, in their 
larval state, are known as “ cabbage worms.’ ’
I have received, at least, twice as many inquiries about 
aabbage worms as I have concerning any other one injurious 
iisect, which is evidence enough that the state suffers a great 
lass each year from the ravages o f these pests. Many declare 
tkat it is impossible to raise perfect cabbage on account o f 
tke worms.
Pieris Rapee: T his insect is commonly known as the 
wkite butterfly and is probably the most injurious o f the 
three species referred to.
The upper surface o f the front wings in both sexes is white
with black patch at the apex. 
Back o f this black patch, in 
the female (Fig. 4), are two 
black spots while in the 
male (Fig. 5) there is but one. 
T h e posterior wings in both 
cases are pale yellow in color, 
with a black spot on the 
Fra-i . anterior border. On the
uder surface, the markings are 
alike, there being two black 
ipots on the front wing in 
h«th sex.
The eggs are light yellow in 
aalor, and are deposited, one 
i i  a place, on the under sur­
face of the leaves o f cabbage, 
cauliflower, turnip and other 
plants of the fam ily Cruciferse on which the larvae feed.
T he young larvae, (Fig. 6, a) 
when it first hatches, is ligh t yel­
low in color but changes as it grows 
to a deep green. W hen full grown, 
it measures an inch and a h alf 
in length and so mimics the 
color of the leaves that it w ill
11
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often escape the notice of any but the most careful ob­
server.
The butterflies appear about the middle or latter part of 
April in this latitude and are ready to deposit the eggs as 
soon as there are any plants ready for them. The little larva 
feeds greedily for about four weeks and then change to a 
chrysalis (Fig. 6, 6) either upon the plant or upon some object 
near by. After remaining in this state for about a week, the 
second brood of butterflies come forth which in this latitude 
would be about the last of June or in July. T he second 
brood of worms complete their growth in the fall and hiber­
nate in the chrysalis, and it is from these chrysalids that the 
first brood in the spring appears.
Pieris Protodicae.
T his insect (Figs. 7, 8 and 9) is very closely related to the 
preceding but is not as abundant in Iowa as in states farther 
south. Several of the butterflies were seen by the writer last 
summer in the vicinity of the Iowa Agricultural College, 
but it is hardly probable that this species is very abundant 
in the State unless it be in the southern part.
In size and outline the butterfly is almost identical with
the foregoing. The body 
color o f the wings in both 
sexes is white. T he female 
(Fig. 7) instead of having a 
black tip to the fore-wing, 
has a series of five, short, 
parallel, black bars which 
are enlarged at the ends and 
are narrow in the middle 
F««- '• portion, somewhat resem­
bling dumb-bells. T h e sixth dumb-bell is represented by a 
single black spot near the 
outer border of the wing.
Aside from these there are 
two rectangular black areas, 
one extending in from the 
front border of the anterior 
wing, and one extending in 
from the posterior border of 
the same wing. The poster-
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terior wings are streaked 
more or less with dashes 
o f black. In the male 
(Fig. 8) the only conspic­
uous markings are three 
black spots and a narrow 
black tip on the fore 
wing.
T he larvae and chrys­
alis (Fig. 9, a and b) as 
Fm. #. well as the habits of this
species differ but little from those of the preceding species.
T he C abbage  P lusia . (PiusUt Boratticir.)
This insect differs from the two preceding by being a moth 
and flying by night instead of by day. It was by far the 
■tost injurious of the cabbage worms in this vicinity last 
summer. As the mature insect is not active in the day time 
tke garduer is not aware of the presence of the worms until 
a portion of the damage at least is done.
The moth measures nearly an inch and a half from tip to 
tip of wings, is of a sombre color inclined to gray, and has a 
small irregular spot of silvery white near the center of the 
fr«iu wing.
This insect, is also double brooded in this locality. A 
■umber of the worms which I inclosed in breeding cages last 
August gave the mature insects on the 22d of the same 
■•nth.
The larva is of a light green color and may be easily distin­
guished from the two preceding species. It lias very few hairs 
•a its body, is possessed of but twelve legs and when it walks 
it kinks its body like a looper or measuring worm. T 1 e 
butterfly larvae on the contrary, have their bodies thickly set 
with short hairs, are possessed of sixteen legs and do not loop 
their bodies in the act of walking.
The larva of this insect, when full grown, spins a cocoon 
ah»ut itself before changing to a chrysalis. These thin 
white cocoons are very often spun among the leaves of the 
cahh ?.ge and whenever found should be destroyed.
C A B B A C E  W O R M  REM ED IES .
The more important rem?dies to be employed against the 
three cabbage worms above described are the same.
If the white butterflies are seen about the plants ir the 
[••rly part of the season, before the latter have begun to form
13
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heads, a thorough mixture of one part of Paris green or 
London purple in twenty parts of flour, plaster, or better 
still, plaster of Paris, may be lightly dusted over the plants. 
This is best done while the dew is on in the early morning. 
I f the application be made in water, it will be found very 
d fficult to gel any of the poison to remain on the plants as 
tiie leaves have an oily surface and the water will nearly all 
roll oft' carrying the poison with it.
After the heads begin to form these poisons must not be 
U'ed under any circumstances as they would endanger the 
lives of those who are to eat the cabbages.
After the heads have begun to form, there is probably no 
b.-.ter remedy than Pyrethrum applied either wet or dry. 
l'or proportions see article on Preparation of Insecticides.
If any object to the use of London purple or Paris green 
when the plants are young, Pyrethrum or kerosene emulsion 
may be used in the usual way.
S T R IP E D  C U C U M B E R  BEETLE.
{DUibriitica 17tt ’ta.)
It is unnecessary to describe this universal garden pest 
which appears on melon, squash, cucumber, pumj kin and 
o th e r  vines about the time that the true leaves begin to ex­
pand. Last summer the beetles appeared in large numbers 
0:1 the Station grounds on the 9th of June.
A t least seventy-five per cent, of those that have replied to 
my question sheet have reported this insect to have been 
numerous 011 their vines the past summer. It certainly de­
serves to be ranked among the worst of garden pests in the 
state. Neither is the damage to vines from this beetle fully 
appreciated by most people as the work done by the larvae at 
the roots of the plants often exceeds the damage done by the 
beetles to the leaves.
Life H istory.
The life history of this insect may be briefly stated as fol­
lows: In this latitude the mature beetles (Kig. 10) appear in 
the latter part of May or in the fore part of June, 
depending upon the earliness or lateness of spring 
weather. Immediately after appearing the beetles 
seek their food plants, the sexes unite, and eating 
(FI* an<j egg-laying begins. The eggs are laid about the 
roots of the plants near the surface of the ground.
The beetles seldom last in injurious numbers for more than 
a few days and then the gardner congratulates himself that
14
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the evil is past. Such, however is not the case. A  week or 
two after the beetles are gone many of the plants will often 
wither and die without any apparent cause. I f  these wilted 
plants are pulled up, it is more than likely  that the roots and 
lower portion of the stalks w ill be found to contain many 
small yellowish white worms, (Fig. n )  the larvae of the 
cucumber beetle. After be-
coming fu ll grown, these JLT*
larvae, change to pupae and
finally to the fully develop- |-------- 1
ed beetle with wings. T his 
insect is probably double 
brooded in Iowa, farther 
south it is said to be three 
brooded.
The winter is spent in the 
pupae state and from these Fig-. u7
pupae the beetles cotne forth the following summer.
REM ED IES .
London purple, Hellebore, Pvrethrum, Oxide of Silicates, 
Lim e and Ashes were experimented with last summer as 
remedies against this insect. A  detailed report upon these 
experiments would occupy too much space so I will only give 
results. 1
Ashes.— Squash vines were freely dusted with ashes with 
no perceptable good results more than to scare away the beetles 
for the time being.
Observations in an adjoining patch seemed more favorable 
for this remedy. It was noticed one day that the owner had 
given both the vines and the ground about them a copious 
dressing of ashes. During the night there came a heavy 
shower that washed the beetles down among the wet ashes. 
The next morning the beetles were nearly all gone and for a 
day or two these vines were comparatively free from the pests, 
but in a few days they were back again as numerous as 
ever.
Lime.— Lime w'ater was used by spraying it upon the plants 
but I could not see that it did any good whatever.
About one hundred who have sent in reports to me this 
winter speak of using one or the other of the above substances 
against the cucumber beetle. O f this number a good many 
speak of making the application in the dew. O f those who 
have made the application in this manner, every one reports 
good success. Those who say nothing as to how the appli­
15
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cation was made, as a rule, report little or no benefit. It 
seems to be true that "the early bird catches the worm.”
• Hellebore.— This poison in the proportion of three ounces 
to two gallons of water did no good.
The powder dusted pure upon the plants in the early morn­
ing seemed to somewnat lessen the attack for the day but did 
no good farther than this.
Pyrethrum.— Many different strengths with this powder in 
water were used and with unsatisfactory results.
A  tea nude by stirring the powder into water in the pro­
portion ot one ounce to a gallon was forcibly sprayed in the 
lieat of the day upon the beetles in the field. O f those that 
were stupified twenty per cent, became active again 111 a few 
hours and iiew away.
A  preparation of four ounces to three gallons was used 
with almost identical results.
If my applications had been made in the cool of the day I 
have no doubt but what I should have met with better success.
Dry Pyretnrum dusted over the plants in the middle of the 
day did very little good but when applied in this way in the 
early morning (5. a. 111.) was a complete success. A t this 
time in the morning the beetles are cold aud sluggish aud 
their bodies are damp w.th the dew of the night so that they 
do not fly away and every particle of the powder that falls on 
them sticks.
Forty hills of squash vines were treated in this manner with 
two ounces of the powder and at two in the afternoon I 
counted about a single hill of five small plants two hundred 
and eighty dead beetles. Here again we see the great advan­
tage gained by treating the plants in the early morning.
London Purple.— This arsenite mixed with flour 111 the 
proportion of one to twenty was dusted over the plants and 
gave fairly good results but not perfect protection. The 
beetles would feed upon the under side of the plants and 
damage them some. Plants receiving this treatment were 
very much less injured than those adjoining that were un­
treated. If London purple or Paris green is used in stronger 
proportions than above indicated, much care must be taken to 
make tlie dusting very light or the plants will be damaged.
Oxide o f  Silicates.— This is a patent insecticide aud fertil­
izer, so called. The main ingredient, as determined by Prof. 
G. E. Patrick the Station chemist, is plaster of Paris, and 
the poison used is Paris green. The effect on the beetles 
was about the same as with the London purple and flour m ix­
ture already spoken of. It is best applied iu the dew.
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Covering the Plants.— A  very good way to protect a few 
plants in the garden is to cover one end o f open boxes w ith 
cheese cloth and then set the boxes over the hills. Or, i f  the 
boxes can not be afforded, thin cloth or paper may be laid 
over the plants and the edges held down with clods or stones.
BO RERS.
There are two borers, the larvae o f beetles, that are espe­
cially  troublesome to apple orchards. T he Flat-headed Borer, 
Chrysobothris femorata, is the one more commonly met with.
The larva, (Fig. 12) which does the damage, is yellowish 
white in color and is always found just beneath 
the bark where it makes a broad shallow chan­
nel in the outer sap wood.
It is a matter of much doubt whether or not 
this insect is reaily very injurious. The bur­
rows are nearly always found 011 the southwest 
side of the tree beneath a sun-scald and, until the 
scalded spots appear, the borers are seldom found. T he 
mature insect (Fig. 13) is a dark flat beetle about 
three-eighths o f an inch in length. T he wing 
covers give a coppery metalic reflection and when 
raised, expose the peacock-green o f the body be­
neath. The face o f the beetle is green or grayish 
green and the underside of the abdomen is a bright 
copper color which, when held in a proper light, gives a 
green reflection.
T he beetles begin to appear in this latitude about the first 
o f  June and may be seen in the heat of the day basking in 
the sunshine upon the truuks of the trees. T hey are very 
rapid in their movements and fly quickly when approached. 
Soon after the beetles appear egg-laying begins, the eggs be­
ing deposited on the truuks or large limbs of the trees. The 
eggs soon hatch and then the little worms eat through the 
bark into the sap wood where they feed until the following 
summer.
REM ED IES .
T he best remedy is prevention. I f  the trees are kept v ig­
orous and healthy and the trunks are protected from sun- 
scalds there w ill be no farther need of remedies.
Cutting out the Borers.— It is well in the fall of the year to 
50 over the orchard, pocket-knife in hand, and examine the 
trees to see i f  there are any dark dead appearing spots on the 
trunks. I f  such spots are found they should be examined for
17
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the purpose of determining whether or not the borers are be­
neath them and, if  any are found, they should be destroyed.
Washes.— Washes are applied for the purpose of prevent­
ing egg-laying and for the purpose of destroying any eggs 
that may be already deposited. A  wash commonly recom­
mended is prepared by diluting soft soap with water until o f 
the consistency of thick paint. Prof. A. J. Cook of Michi­
gan has used successfully and recommends the addition of a 
small amount of carbolic acid to the soap. The carbolic acid 
must be used with moderation as it is liable to damage the 
trees if  applied too strong.
A  force pump with spraying nozzle would be the most con­
venient and rapid tool with which to make a thorough appli­
cation as in this manner the liquid can be quickly driven in­
to every crack and crevice of the bark. I f  no pump is at 
hand an old white-wash brush or a rag may be used.
The Round-H eaded Borer. (Sf.perda Candida.)
This insect is shown as larva, pupa and adult at (Fig. 14).
Figr. 14.
The beetle (c) is readily recognized by the two white lines 
that extend the entire length of the body. The eggs are de­
posited late in June or in July about the base of the trees 
within a few inches of the ground. The larva (a) is sup­
posed to be three years in coming to maturity, the first two 
years being spent in the outer sap wood while during the 
third year it bores deep into the heart wood sometimes chan­
neling entirely through the trunk.
This insect attacks the apple, pear, mountain ash and the 
native thorns and crabs.
REM ED IES .
The remedies for this insect are the pocket knife and the 
washes as recommended for the fllat-headed borer.
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C O D D L IN G  M OTH.
T he codling moth has been a serious pest to the apple crop 
in this country for many years. It is said to have been intro­
duced from Europe about the beginning of this century and 
it has spread from east to west across the continent. Dr. 
Riley, in his first Missouri Report for the year 1868, says 
“ The codling moth is quite common all over the state.”  
T he insect is very abundant in Iowa and causes large losses 
every year.
Figure 15 shows the insect 
in its various stages of devel­
opment and also its burrows 
in a section of apple.
N atura l H istory.
T he eggs of the first 
brood begin to be laid as 
soon as the blossoms fall, 
and continue to be deposited 
for two or three weeks. The 
moth always seeks a rough 
spot on the apple on which 
to deposit her eggs and, as a 
result, the blossom end (b) 
is nearly always chosen. A  few warm days are sufficient to 
hatch these eggs and the little larvae begin at once to eat 
their way to the core of the apple where they feed three or 
four weeks in coming to maturity. When full grown, a pas­
sage way is eaten out of the apple. ■ This opening may ex­
tend back to the blossom end or on to the stem end of the 
apple, but is more commonly found to run out at the side. 
Soon after the opening is made the larva (e) passes out ar.d 
descends to the ground or to the body of the tree in search of 
a convenient place to spin its thin silken cocoon (i) in which it 
is to rest during the pupa stage. A t d  the chrysalis is shown 
freed from the cocoon. A fter  remaining in the chrysalis for 
about two weeks the second brood of moths appear. A t f  
and g  the moth is represented natural size with wings 
closed and spread.
REM ED IES .
Many worthless remedies have been recommended against 
this insect as well as a few valuable ones. The one, now 
generally accepted remedy that is worth more than all of the
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rest, is simply an application of London purple or Paris 
green in water.
There has been so much dispute as to who first used this 
remedy that we w ill not venture to make any statements with 
regard to that here. It is sufficient to say that the careful 
experiments made by Professors Goff of New York, Forbes of 
Illinois, Cook of Michigan, and others have established its 
value beyond the possibility of a doubt and it has come in 
very general use by orchardists in the East.
I f  Paris green is to be used, it should not be applied stron­
ger than one pound to 120 gallons of water, and not we; ker 
than one pound to 180 gallons. I f  London purple is 11: eJ, 
it should not be applied stronger than one pound to 100 gal­
lons nor weaker than one pound to 160 gallons. The above 
strengths are for the first application. I f  a second applica­
tion is to be made, it should be a considerable weaker, unless 
heavy rains have removed nearly all of the first application.
The first treatment should be as soon as the blossoms have 
fallen when the young apples are not larger than peas. A t 
this time the blossom ends are directed upwards and w ill col­
lect the poison and retain it for the destruction of the little 
larvse when they begin to eat their way into the fruit. If 
the best results are to be obtained, a second applicationshould 
be made in a week or ten days after the first. The second 
application is made necessary if  the first is followed in a few 
davs by a heavy rain.
Prof. S. A. Forbes, who has probably conducted the most 
elaborate and painstaking experiments with the arsenites 
against the codling moth, concludes as follows in Bulletin 
No 1. of the State Entomologist of Illinois.
“The experiments a'»ove described seem to me to prove that at least seventy 
per cent, of the loss commonly suffered by the fruit grower from the ravages 
of the cxLlin? moth or apple worm may be prevented at a nominal expense, 
or, practically, in the ions; run. at no expense at all by thoroughly applying 
Paris green in a spray with water, once or twice in early spring, as soon as 
the fruit is fairly set, and not so late as the time when the growing apple 
turns downward on the stem.”
For the application of the poison, some good force pump 
and spraying nozzle is necessary. See article on Apparatus 
for Applying Insecticides.
W e notice that there are still some that retain faith in a 
bottle of sweetened water or a bonfire to catch and destroy 
the moths. Such remedies are entirely useless against the 
codling moth or the plum curculio.
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PLUM  C U R C U L IO .
(Conotruchelus tunuphar.)
Wherever plums are raised the “ Little T u rk ”  is always 
on hand early in the season to cut his crescent in the tender 
cheek of this delicious fruit. Thousands of people have en­
tirely given up trying to raise plums because of the ravages of 
the Curculio. W ithin the past few years important discov­
eries have been made that promise to give a sure and easy 
remedy against this insect in the use o f the arsenites as for the 
codling moth. The first application should be made as soon 
as the fiowers fall and this should be followed by a second in 
the course of a week or ten days.
T he most careful and elaborate experiments that have been, 
made for the purpose of testing the value of the arsenites 
against the curculio were conducted by Mr. C. M. Weed of 
the Ohio Experiment Station during the summer of 1888. 
T his insect attacks the cherry almost as badly as the plum 
and Mr. Weed selected cherry trees upon which to conduct 
his experiments during which over 22,000 cherries were 
opened and examined. These experiments indicated that 
seventy-five per cent, of the wormy cherries could be saved 
each year by a proper use of London purple or Paris green 
in water.
I quote Mr. Weed from Bulletin 4 of the Ohio Experi­
ment Station as follows:
“These experiments seem to me to show so far as the results of a single 
season’s work with a single variety of cherry can be relied upon:
(1 .) That three-fourths of the cherries liable to injury by the plum cur­
culio can be saved by two or three applications of London purple in a water 
spray (in the proportion of one ounce to five gallons of water) made soon 
after the blossoms fall.
(3.) That, if an interval of a month occurs after the last application and 
the ripening of the fruit, no danger to health need be apprehended from its 
use. As a precautionary measure, however, I  would advise in all cases, and 
especially when there are few rains during the interval, that the fruit be thor­
oughly washed before it is used.”
A P H ID E S  O R  PLAN T  L ICE .
Inquiries have been received concerning plant-lice on cab­
bage, plum, cherry and apple.
Out-of-door forms of plant lice spend the winter in the egg 
state. T he eggs are laid in the fall o f the year upon the 
twigs and buds of the plants which the lice infest 
or upon some object near by. In the case of trees 
and shrubs the lice usually hatch in the spring a 
few days before the leaves begin to put forth upon
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which the lice feed. I f  the twigs and buds o f trees or 
shrubs that were infested with lice in the fall are examined 
during the following winter or spring, little black shining 
objects the size of fly-specks can usually be found. These 
are the eggs. I have found these eggs so abundant as to 
almost cover the buds aud smaller twigs. The lice that 
hatch from these eggs are all viviperous females and soon 
give birth to a second brood, all of which are like females, 
and these of a third and so on during the entire summer, 
neither eggs nor males appearing until autumn. The last 
brood before cold weather comes on is composed of both males 
and females. After mating, the males die and the females 
live on for a week or two to deposit the eggs that are to re­
main over winter and produce another brood of females in the 
spring. Figure 16 represents the apple plant louse, Aphis 
malt, natural size and enlarggd, one specimen with and one 
without wings.
Fig. 16.
REM ED IES .
In the spring of 1887,during my labors as assistant under 
Prof. Cook of the Agricultural College of Michigan, 1 tried 
a number of experiment^ with strong kerosene emulsions and 
with strong soap-suds to test the value of these substances in 
destroying the eggs of plant lice. (See Report of Michigan 
Board of .Agriculture for 1887, pp 452. Also Agricultural 
College Bulletin, No. 26.)
It was found that an eight per cent, emulsion would destroy 
the great majority of the eggs though a few resisted the ap­
plication and hatched.
The best results were obtained by treating two apple trees 
on the 26th of April, just as the buds were swelling and before 
the green leaves began at all to show. The young lice had 
then hatched and were clustered in large numbers 011 the 
twigs and buds. The trees were treated with a five per cent.
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kerosene emulsion thrown on with A. H. N ixon’s L ittle 
Gein pump and spraying nozzle. These young lice, that had 
not yet taken their first meal, were much more easily effected 
than tlie tough shelled eggs and the result was their almost 
perfect destruction. On visiting the trees two days later, only 
a single living louse was found after much careful looking.
Tiie great advantage of treating at this time is that a 
thorough application to all parts is very much more easily 
and cheaply made than when the leaves are out.
Kerosene Emulsion.— This is without doubt, the most use­
ful insectcide known to be employed against the plant lice. 
I have learned from repeated experiment that it is much 
more important to make the treatment thorough than it is to 
have a strong emulsion. I believe a two per cent, emulsion as 
strcng as ever need be used against plant-lice i f  the applica­
tion be thoroughly made. Much weaker emulsions have 
given me good results.
Pyrethrum. — T his insecticide is an effectual destroyer o f the 
Aphides. It is more expensive than the kerosene emulsion 
but is sometimes preferred on in-door plants where the odor 
o f kerosene would be disagreeable. On out-door plants I 
have found it would give best results used as a powder in the 
morning while the dew is still on. For application of, r-ee 
Preparation of Insecticides on another page.
Whale O il Soap.— My experiments the past winter on plant 
lice in the green-house have shown that two ounces of this 
soap in a gallon of water is strong enough to k ill the lice per­
fectly. One ounce in a gallon o f water killed very imperfectly.
Tobacco Smoke.— Wherever it is convenient to confine 
plants in a tight room or box, there is probably no remedy 
more efficient or easy of application than that o f fum igating 
with tobacco smoke. Refuse tobacco su.ch as stems and the 
sweepings o f tobacco factories are as good as anything.
In case of trouble from the cabbage louse or the corn-root 
louse, the best preventative will be found to be a change of 
crop. These lice appear in the spring where the crop was 
removed in the fall and if  the same crop does not appear for 
them to feed upon the following season they will mostly 
perish. The corn-root louse has been reported to me from 
the southeastern portion of the state.
RED  SP ID E R .
{Tetranychus lelarius.)
Many experiments have been carried on during the past 
winter for the purpose of finding some quick and easv method
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of destroying this little enemy to in-door plants. It has long 
been known that the red spider can not increase to do much 
harm in a damp room where the plants are thoroughly 
sprayed every day, but this task is often found so great that 
the growth of the plants which the spider especially infests 
is given up entirely. O f all the materials that I have tried, 
none have yet been found to give better results than kero­
sene emulsion except, perhaps, a preparation made by dilut­
ing the emulsion with a strong Pyrethrum tea instead of pure 
water. In most cases where I have used this preparation in 
a series of parallel experiments with an emulsion made in the 
usual way there has been a difference in its favor. It so in­
creases the cost of the emulsion, however, that it should only 
be used where the plants will not bear, without injury, an 
ordinary emulsion of sufficient strength to destroy the spi' 
ders.
Pyrethrum in a powder and in the form of a spray and 
W hale oil soap were also used but in every case with very 
unsatisfactory results.
My experiments indicate that it is useless to apply an 
emulsion where the kerosene is less than lour or five per cent, 
o f the whole.
CATTLE LICE.
There are two common but very distinct species of lice 
that infest cattle. The large and by far the more harmful of 
these, (.Hemcetopinus eurystermis,) is commonly spoken of as 
the “ big black louse.”  This species belongs to the Hemip- 
tera or true bugs, and like all others of the order, takes its 
nourishment by means of a long sharp rostrum or beak 
through which it sucks the blood of its host.
I hope that no words of mine are necessary to-urge all who 
have stock infested with this disgusting and discomforting 
pest to take prompt and vigorous measures for its removal. 
The comfort of the animal alone demands this and the dif­
ference in the amount of grain necessary to keep in good 
condition w ill certainly pay for the time and material used.
The other of the two species referred to is a small, brown, 
flat-bodied insect not exceeding one sixteenth of an inch in 
length when fully grown. The scientific name for this 
species is Trickodectes scalans. Its position among the In- 
secta is a matter of much difference of opinion. Prof. Com­
stock, iu his late book, An Introduction to Entomology 
places it among the Pseudoneuroptera.
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T he lice belonging to this species have jaws and feed not 
upon blood, but upou the hair and the outer skin or cuticle 
o f the animal. Although these lice are much less distress­
ing to cattle than are the preceding they often become very 
numerous and interfere much with the comfort of the animal 
as is shown by its constant licking and rubbing.
Both species are most common on those parts that the ani­
mal can not reach with its tongue as upon the neck, the 
points of the shoulders, along the back and about the roots 
of the tail.
REM ED IES .
Kerosene and lard, kerosene emulsion, potato-water, and 
Pyrethrum were experimented with upon infested animals- 
the past winter with the following results.
Kerosene and Lards— Three parts of lard were melted in a 
dish and then one part of kerosene was added and the m ix­
ture thoroughly stirred. W ith a rag this was rubbed w hile 
warm, not hot, thoroughly into the hair along the back of an 
infested animal. An examination the following day showed 
that all of the lice w'ere dead.
Kerosene Emulsion.— An eight per cei^. emulsion was ap­
plied to ten three-year-old animals kept in a barn. The ap­
plication was made by using a Johnston Daisy Force Pump 
with a few feet of hose attached and a Riley Cyclone Nozzle. 
This method was found very desirable as the application could 
be made more thoroughly, quickly and easily in this than in 
any other wray. One man worked the pump while two 
others with their finger tips vigorously “ smampooed”  the an­
imal as the liquid was forced into the hair through the noz­
zle.
The time required to treat the ten animals wTas fifty min­
utes and the amount of the emulsion required was less than 
eight gallons.
When cloths were used it was found much more difficult to 
thoroughly wet the hide as the hair would mat down and 
shed the emulsion. The next day after making the above 
application the animals were examined and it was found that 
the lice were all dead.
As an eight per cent, emulsion costs less than two cents a 
gallon and as it takes so little time to make the application, 
it seems needless that any one should allow’ his stock to be­
come seriously lousy.
Potato Water. — A  number of animals were treated like the 
preceding with potato water. Seven bushels of potatoes
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were covered with water in a large caldron and boiled until 
thoroughly cooked. The amount of water poured off a f ter 
the boiling was eight gallons. This was used like the kero­
sene emulsion except that it was applied to the animals with 
cloths, the water being too dirty to admit of the use of the 
pump and nozzle. Examinations of the cattle the first, 
second, and third days after the application showed no dead 
lice but plenty of living ones. About two weeks after this 
I was told by the men that cared for the stock that the lice 
had nearly all disappeared from these animals, and on exam­
ination, I found such to be the case.
Captain R. P. Speer, who requested that the above experi­
ment should be made, says he has repeatedly freed his young 
stock of lice by two or three apalications of potato water 
made at intervals of about one week. Those who use this 
remedy do not claim that it w ill destroy the eggs.
Pyre thrum. — Pure Pyrethrumwas dusted upon the back and 
neck of two young animals where the lice were very numer­
ous. The following day the hair was full of dead lice and no 
live ones could be found about the treated parts.
Other Remedies.— O f other remedies that are often rec­
ommended p robacy a strong decoction of tobacco, and a 
m ixture of sulphur and lard are two of the best. A  solution 
o f corosive sublimate or a mercurial ointment w ill k ill the 
lice but these are dangerous to use. Carbolic acid soap, sul- 
phuret of potassium and ashes all have their advocates and 
probably are useful in destroying vermin on domestic ani­
mals, but I can not speak of them from experience in this 
connection.
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